Systematic calculations of the neutron-nucleus scattering parameters at several neutron energies Ei < 2 keV have been performed for 37 isotopes ( 6 Li,... 59 Co) in the mass region of 6 < A < 60, using the large compilation of experimental neutron-nucleus scattering data obtained in Garching. In the first stage of these calculations, the s-wave potential scattering radius R', the scattering lengths b coh , b ± , and the bound state parameters (E b , T 7r , gT n°) have been calculated for each isotope, employing the general least squares fit (GLSQF) for the experimental and the corresponding theoretical values of the total neutron-nucleus cross sections at several energies Ei, absorption cross sections c a bs(£b) and of the coherent scattering lengths b coh . The theoretical expressions for these parameters were deduced on the basis of the usual S-matrix formalism with no assumption about the particular shape of the optical model potential. In the second stage of our calculations, the spherical FiedeldeyFrahn optical potential was employed for the pure theoretical description or the above mentioned neutron-nucleus scattering characteristics. The results obtained have been analyzed and compared with the values deduced from measurements.
Introduction
Neutron-nucleus potential scattering radii, scattering lengths, and total and absorption cross sections are important quantities for the interpretation of slow neutron scattering experiments, which are common methods for fundamental research in physics and other disciplines, for instance, for the investigation of structure and dynamics of condensed matter. The scattering length is the basic quantity to describe the strength of neutron-nucleus interaction at low energies. The values of scattering lengths vary irregularly from one nucleus to another. This effect is due to a strong dependence on specific features of the nuclear structure. -On the other hand, free potential scattering radii being of fundamental interest for the theory of optical nuclear model can be deduced from coherent scattering lengths by subtracting resonance contributions. The values of potential scattering radii increase with the nuclear mass number. The size and systematics are predictions for the optical model. Reprint requests to Dr. W. Waschkowski; Fax: +49 89 289 12162, E-mail: wwasch@physik.tu-muenchen.de.
Directly measurable quantities are the bound coherent scattering length & C oh(-Ebo) near to zero neutron energy Eqq = 0.00053 eV and the neutron total transmission cross section cr^(E l ). These quantities were systematically determined with high precision during nearly two decades at the FRM research reactor in Garching. Data were obtained for elements and isotopes with 3 < Z < 90 and were compiled together with available scattering lengths data given by other authors and using other methods in [1] . The scattering lengths were measured by small angle scattering with Christiansen filter technique, and more accurately with the gravity refractometer. The total cross sections were determined from transmission measurements of quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams with energies E L < 2 keV, where resonance absorption [2] , resonance scattering [3] and resonance filter techniques [4] were used. In some cases, the absorption cross sections cr^(^o) (-^o = 0.0253 eV) were deduced from transmission measurements with cold neutrons [5] .
The obtained a^(E l ), a^(Eo) and 6COh values, together with the compiled resonance parameters from [6] , form a complete set of input parameters neces-0932-0784 / 98 / 1000-0819 $ 06.00 © Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, Tübingen • www.znaturforsch.com sary for the neutron-nucleus strong interaction scattering radii R'(j) evaluation. Moreover, the precise experimental data obtained in [1] allow to check the completeness of the resonance data given in [6] and fully describe the neutron-nucleus interaction over a wide neutron energy range. In many cases new bound level parameters must be fitted to obtain a consistent data set.
In most cases, accurate and reliable values are needed as input data not just for elements but also for separated isotopes. Using fitted neutron-nucleus scattering parameters for 38 isotopes with 6 < A < 60 and completed resonance data and cross sections for natural targets given in [1, 6] , total and absorption cross sections have been calculated for corresponding energies Ei for each stable isotope j of the targets considered. These results are given in Section 2.
In the second stage of our calculations, described in Section 3, we have used the optical potential model suggested by Fiedeldey and Frahn [7] . The model parameters were determined from the fit of obtained theoretical total cross sections to the isotopic total cross sections calculated in Section 2. Then, the obtained optical model parameters were used for the evaluation of the scattering radii R'(j).
Evaluation of Neutron-nucleus Scattering
Parameters in the Frame-work of S-matrix Formalism
In order to evaluate the neutron-nucleus strong interaction scattering radii R'(J) and the corresponding bound level parameters, i.e. negative resonance energy E b (J), gamma and neutron widths T 7b and r b 0'), the directly measured values of the total cross sections <r t e 0 x t p (£' 1 ) for natural targets, absorption cross sections o-^(Eo) an( 3 the bound coherent scattering lengths & C oh(-Eoo) must be connected to those parameters.
The total cross section for a target <7 t ca t lc (£j) can be calculated by adding up the total cross section cr t c 0 a t lc (j, Ei) for a particular isotope j weighted by the abundance p 0 of isotopes in the target:
(1)
The total cross section for the separated isotope can be composed as [8] .
In the low energy region it is sufficient to perform calculations only for s-partial wave total cross sections, so <r£ alc 0', Ei) were taken from [8, 9] as
where ki is the neutron wave number at energy E t and 6(J, Ei) is the total s-wave scattering phase shift, consisting here of strong and neutron-electron terms:
where Z(j) and A(J) denote the nucleus charge and the atomic mass number of isotope j, respectively. The angular averaged atomic form factor F(J, EI) and the nuclear charge form factor H(J, EI) were taken from [10] . For the neutron-electron scattering length the numerical value 6 ne =-1.32 • 10 -3 fm (obtained in Garching) was assumed, having the best experimental confirmation (see e.g. [10] ). The Garching b ne value also gives a neutron mean square charge radius which agrees better with the majority of the theoretical predictions (see [8] ).
The statistically weighted resonance sums ^, and ^3, are given as Ei,2 = 0+O')£l,2
where g±(J) denotes the spin statistical factors of the j-th isotope with the nuclear spin I(J):
In the low energy region, where resonances are usually well-resolved, the sums ]Tf and can be expressed as
where m is the number of bound levels (at negative energy E b ), T r = T nr + T 7r is the width for a resolved resonance, and E b = T nb + T 7b is the width for a bound level. The summation must be carried out over all resolved resonance states of the compound nucleus with defined spin value for J = I + V 2 and for 3 = 1-V 2 ) for each isotope j.
A fundamental remark as to bound levels concerns their number: there is no doubt that several bound levels exist but normally they lie far away below zero energy so that their individual energy influence cannot be resolved even by very precise cross section measurements in the eV-region. Therefore it is usual to summarize all bound levels to a fictive single level which describes well the interaction properties in the low energy range. Only in a few cases (for instance Th), two bound levels are resolved because of their close distance to zero energy.
For the mass region of 6 < A < 60 it is not necessary to take into account the small contribution of unresolved resonances in the high energy region. The resonance energy E v reduced neutron width = rj^E~r, gamma-absorption width T 7r , and compound spin J were inserted in (7) and (8) as they are listed in [6] . The bound level parameters E b , T nb and T 7b were fitted in order to achieve better agreement with new experimental data.
According to [9] , the absorption cross section is written as where ± 1
Enr r-yr r=m+1 WO (EQ -Er) 2 + r?
,± i r nb r 7b /2 _ n (10)
k v k b and k 0 are the neutron wave numbers at energies E v E b and E 0 , respectively. Since bound coherent scattering lengths were measured very close to zero energy (EQQ = 0.00053 eV), it is possible to express them via the real part of the total scattering amplitude at the same energy in the following way:
where
and Re / ± 0, -^oo) according to [9, 10] is given as
In addition, the spin state scattering lengths can be calculated as
The approach used in the present work in order to evaluate the neutron-nucleus strong interaction scattering radii R'(j) and the corresponding bound level parameters (resonance energy E b (J), gamma and neutron widths r 7b and r nb ), is based on the simultaneous minimization of the following equations for theoretical and the experimental neutron transmission characteristics:
^absO", E 0 ) = S + 0Xbs C 0\ Eof + 3-OXbsO', Eo) [ 1, 11 ] , and some additional data of the nucleus resonance parameters compiled in [6] form the set of input data used in our fit according to (15) -(17). The evaluations were carried out for each target separately.
The results of the neutron-nucleus scattering parameter calculations for 38 isotopes ( 6 Li,... 59 Co) in [6] , the mass region 6 < A < 60 can be found in Tables and  EW) values which is in very good agree-1-3. The simultaneous minimization of (15)- (17) ment with corresponding measured values for the isoallows to obtain a unique set of er^c(j, EQ) topes and natural elements, too (see Tables 1 and 2 ). In most cases the achieved agreement between the calculated and experimental values was within 0.1%. However, in some cases the fit was not possible, even when some of parameters were fixed at their values given in [6] , e. g. 7 Li. In general, the strong interaction 5-wave scattering radii R' ca]c {j) and the bound level parameters E h (j), Z~nb0)» and r 7 b0) evaluated from this input set (see Table 3 ) can be considered as rather reliable. In Table 3 the obtained bound state parameters are compiled and compared with the values in [6] .
Neutron-nucleus Scattering Characteristics in the Framework of the Optical Model
For the theoretical description of low-energy neutron scattering in the mass region 6 < A < 60 we have chosen the optical potential suggested by Fiedeldey and Frahn in [7] . This potential is everywhere continuously differentiable, permits closed-form solutions of the Schrödinger equation, and its imaginary part consists of both volume and surface absorption terms. It is given by From the solution of the 5-wave Schrödinger equation with potential (18), the average reflection coefficient for the j-th isotope is obtained as (see [7] )
In case of zero target spin the average total cross section <7^ and the compound nucleus formation cross section <r com can be expressed via rfj in the form 
Now, the total cross section of a separate isotope can be calculated according to (2) , replacing on the right side the first term Ei) by the shape elastic cross section
and adding the neutron-electron scattering cross section term, evaluated by means of (3) and (4) Ti isotopes, because in the considered mass region only these isotopes have zero nuclear spin, and the cross sections were measured in Garching at five energy points. Table 3 ). 2 , Ci, C2 evaluated in this way have been used for the calculation of -RopticO) values for all 38 isotopes considered in this work, employing the approximation (23). The results of -RopticO) calculations with the above given parameters are shown in Fig. 1 by the solid line. The dashed line is taken from [6] and corresponds to Saxon-Woods model results, given here for comparison. The data for R' calc (J), evaluated in Sect. 2 (see last column in Table 3 ), are denoted by black squares.
Conclusion
In this work, a theoretical study of low-energy neutron-nucleus interaction has been performed on the basis of precise measurements of cross sections and coherent scattering lengths in Garching. The evaluated set of bound level parameters fits very well the energy dependence of absorption and scattering cross sections for isotopes and consequently also for natural elements. The data set is completely consistent and reproduces measured spin incoherence in a correct way.
In many cases the bound levels given in [6] are obtained only from the evaluation of the energy dependence of the absorption cross section. Consequently the resonance contributions could not be completely included in the determination of R'. The fit of bound levels presented in this work is suitable to fill this gap.
The obtained s-wave potential scattering radii complete and provide additional data being necessary for optical model calculations. The fact that the isobars 50 Ti, 50 V, and 50 Cr have the same scattering radii, is an indication for a good fit and for a complete description of resonances. The s-wave scattering radii obtained by calculations with a complex FiedeldeyFrahn potential differ from the Saxon-Woods model significantly, especially at masses lower then A = 30. The peaks in the curve R'(A) at A = 14 and A = 55 and the shallow minimum at A « 40 agree in both models. In the mass range A = 45 to 55 (in the vicinity of a double magic number) both models give congruent data.
For more precise optical model evaluations and other potential adaptions experimental cross sections are needed at more than five energy points. Very helpful are even/even-nuclei with nuclear spin zero.
